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AERODYNAMIC BEHAVIOM OF BRIDGES 
SUMMARY
For a number of years, -under various contracts, the Department 
of Aeronautics and Fluid Mechanics has been wind-tunnel testing bridge 
models for static loads. A recent development has been to include 
dynamic testing of models to determine the stability of the bridge 
in winds. The interest of the writer was in applying aeroelstic 
techniques to the prediction of the stability of the bridge models.
Tests on section models of a proposed road bridge were carried 
out in the low speed wind-tunnel of the Aeronautics Department. The 
unusual feature of the bridge under consideration was its composite 
nature, the road deck being suspended between a pair of parabolic 
arch ribs. In the classic suspension bridges, or cable-stayed bridges^ 
the deck is suspended from cables and the stability resolved using the 
deck alone in the tests. In the case of the proposed bridge, the deck 
and the supporting arch rib would interact, and each would contribute 
to the dynamic behaviour of the bridge as a whole. However, because 
of the differing modes of motion of the parts it was thought that the 
aerodynamic stability of the complete structure could be determined 
from tests of section models of each part. Interaction between the 
parts would tend to reduce motion and increase stability. The size 
of the wind-tunnel working section usually prohibits testing of 
complete models at an acceptable scale. The radius of curvature of 
the arch rib was such that straight sections could be used for the 
model with very small errors.
The separate section models were tested on the three-component 
balance to determine the steady wind forces on the bridge, which were 
also compared with predictions using British Standards data, and then 
on a dynamic mounting to examine their aerodynamic stability.
Both the arch rib and the deck had a low speed resonant 
vibration caused by the natural frequency of the structure matching 
that of the shedding of vortex pairs from the top and bottom surfaces. 
The amplitudes of vibration of both were greatly reduced by cutting 
holes in the webs of the spanwise girders of the deck, and in the side 
plates of the arch ribs. These holes bled air from the leading 
edges, and reduced the strength of the vortices.
The deck had a divergent pitch oscillation at high speeds, 
induced by a vortex phenomenon. The speed at which this occurred 
was increased by about 30fo by adding a trapezoidal fairing to the 
edge of the roadway parapet. This reduced the strength of the upper 
surface vortex by smoothing the airflow.
The low speed instability can be predicted using the Strouhal 
number for the structure, and amplitudes of vibration can be 
estimated for a number of damping levels. The pitch instability could 
only be determined experimentally, and as it will lead to catestrophic 
failure of the structure, it is essential that the critical speed is 
well above that likely to be experienced by the prototype. Detail 
changes have a very important effect on this motion and extrapolation 
to the full-size prototype must be done with great care.
Much more dynamic experimental data are needed from full-size 
prototypes to allow more confident predictions to be made from model 
testing.
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lEHOD/NAMIG BEriAVIOïïR OF BRIDGES.
INTRODUCTION.
For a number of years, under various contracts, the Department of 
Aeronautics and Fluid Mechanics has been wind-tunnel testing- bridge 
models for static loads, A recent development has been to include 
(dynamic testing of section models to determine the ...stability of the 
bridge in winds. The interest of the writer was in applying aeroela- 
stic techniques to the prediction of the stability of the bridge models.
At the request of Messrs. W. A. Pairhurst and Partners, consult­
ants to the Scottish Development Department, tests on section models of 
a proposed road bridge were carried out in the 1 .14m x 0,8m lev speed 
wind tunnel of the Aeronautics Department. The unusual feature of the 
bridge under consideration was its composite nature, the road deck being- 
suspended between a pa^r of parabolic arch ribs.
The proposed bridge consisted of a light steel and reinforced 
concrete deck forming a two-lane carriageway, with side footpaths, 
supported by the steel arch ribs at 13 metre intervals. Tiie ribs were 
of hollow rectangular cross-section, and presented a frontal area approx­
imately one and a half times that of the deck.
The deck and arch ribs would each contribute to the dynamic 
behaviour of the bridge as a whole, but it was thought that the aero­
dynamic stability of the complete structure could be determined from 
section model tests of each part. Also, the size of the wind-tunnel 
working section prohibited testing of a combined deck-arch model at an 
acceptable scale. A scale of full-size was used for both models, 
representing a full scale span of 3b*2 metros for the sections.
The separate models were tested on the three component balance to 
determine the steady wind forces on the bridge, and then on a dynamic 
mounting to examine their aerodynamic stability.
Following tests on the original models, a series of modifications 
to the basic design were investigated. The final configuration showed 
improved dynamic characteristics at both the lower and upper critical 
wind speeds.
NOTATION.
a Acceleration.
A Area.
A. Tlnstnadv aoror-vnami c derivative
X
b '^■/idtli
Drag force coefficient.
Horizontal force coefficient.
11
Lift force coefficient.
C,, ■ Moment coefficient,M
C^ , Normal force coefficient.
N
d Displacement.
D Drag force.
E Youngs Modnlvis.
f , Damping constant,
f C r i t i c a l  damping.
F Force
g Acceleration due to gravity,
n Shear modixlns
h Vertical degree of freedom,•and projected section height,
If. Unsteady aerodxniamic derivative,
1
I Inertia in bending.
I Inertia in pitch.
J Inertia in torsion,
k spring stiffness,
1 Length.
L Lift,
m Mass.
n Number of cycles,
N Amnlitudo ratio.
8 -
s Scale factor.
s Strouhal naniher.
t Time.
v,V Velocity,
V Vol unie .
w Angu1ar veinei ty, f r e eu e ne y
V70
Natural frequency.
Torsional frequency.
y Vertical degree of freedom.
Ampl.itnde.
a Incidence,
y Damping ratio.
ô ' Logaritlimic decrement,
\ l/w^
M - Viscosity of air.
p Mass density of air.
S2^ Frennency of cosine wave of
HISTORICAL REVIEW.
The collapse of the Tacoma Narrows suspension h.^idge in November 
19405 only five months after it was opened to traffic, came as a very 
great shock to the ongineei-ing profession, and started the investi­
gations into the aerodynamic sLability of suspension bridges (Reference
1). Although it was the most spectacular and best documented collapse 
of a suspension bridge, it was certainly not the first such event. 
Throughout the IRth centur;^ ,^ suspension bridges had been damaged or 
destroyed by wind in Europe and, the United States. In Great Britain 
alone, five bridges failed in a period of 21-years, and others exper­
ienced trouble many times before the final collapse. The following 
British bridges destroyed by wind induced oscillations had the effect 
of dissuading British engineers for many years from constructing major 
suspension bridges. The recent Forth Road Bridge wus the first new 
major bridge in over 120 years.
Rear Dryburgh.Abbey, in 1618, a footbridge 80 metres long and 1.2 
metres wide was destroyed six months after it was built (Reference l).
The walkway was stiffened,in the vertical direction by the side parapets, 
and the inference that can be made is that it caused Karman vortices to 
be formed, leading to a destructive torsional oscillation.
Across the river Tweed, at Berwick, the Union Bridge was the first 
vehicular suspension bridge, and the first large eyebar chain bridge in 
Britain. It was destroyed in high winds six months after it was 
compile ted (Reference l).
The Brighton Chain Pier, of four spans of 68 metres, v/as partially 
destroyed in 1833 and I836. A)i officer in the Royal Engineers, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Reid, was an eye witness to the I836 occurrence, and 
wrote a very^  full account of the event, with graphic sketches (Reference
2), Fig. 1. He concluded that a torsional oscillation in the third span
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FIGURE
overloaded the roadway until it broke. This relieved the load enough 
on the other opans to save them.
The suspension bridge across the Esk at Montrose collapsed once due 
to an overload of people watching a boat race, and again in a storm.
The roadway was carried away by the storm, but the rest of tlie structure 
was sound. The bridge was rebuilt with the roadway made very stiff in 
bending and torsion, and no further trouble was experienced (References 
3, 4), Fig. 2.
The Menai Straits Bridge was damaged in 1826 and 18^6, and serious­
ly damaged in 18^9- kig* 3* It was considerably altered when rebuilt, 
and remained in. use until 1939î when the suspended structure was com­
pletely replaced. An .excellent report on this bridge is presented by 
V/. A. Provis in the Transactions of the Institute of Civil Engineers 
(Reference 5)«
- The reports on the Brighton Chain Pier, the Montrose Suspension 
Bridge, and the Menai Straits Bridge by qualified engineers indicate 
that the failures of the structures were due to wind induced oscillations. 
Various theories were piut forward as to the causes of the oscillations. 
The principle ones were t}j.at the wind rebounded off the water, or came 
down on the bridge at an angle of incidence, .forcing vertical displace­
ments.
With the present knowledge of the atmosphere, and hindsight, an 
indication of the requirements for instability can come from comparing 
two similarly constructed bridges, the Menai Straits and tlr^  Conway.
The Menai bridge was high over the water, and violently affected by the 
wind. The Conway bridge was 9 metres above the sea, and wind effects 
were slight. (Reference 5)* Mow it would be said that the Conway 
bridge was in the turbulent boundary layer of the atmosphere, very close 
to the ground, where the mean wind speed in any one direction is low.
Tne turbulence prevents any steady-state flow patterns developing.
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FIGURE 3
On the other hana, the Menai hridge v/as high enough in the shear layer 
of the atmosphere for the mean velocity to be high, with low turbulence 
levels allowing steady-state flow patterns to develop.
It was also recognised that the stiffness of the roadway was very 
important. The harmnersniith bridge in London (Reference tj) had deep 
trussed frames longitudinally, Ihg. 2, but was close to the river surface 
so the two effects on stability could not be separated. An inland site 
meant that the average wind velocity was lower than on an exposed coast, 
ho high bridge had been built with deep trusses, but when all the damaged 
bridges had been substantially stiffened, they experienced no more 
unstable oscillations.
J. S. Russell, in his pajier "On the Vibration of Suspension bridges 
and other Structures" (Reference 2), compared the vibration of structures 
to the vibration of a musical string. He came by the comparison when 
watching a towrer of wooden scaffolding 25 metres high in strong winds.
The tower was braced in the middle, and. guyed from the top The upper 
half of the beams vibrated in the wind, causing an opposite motion in 
the sheltered lower half, with no movement at the bracing. With the 
bracing moved to the -y point, tliree waves developed, and four waves i/hen 
at the -k point. The waveforms were id.enticait to those on a vibrating 
string with 1, 2 ana 5 nodes. If the position of the bra.cing was such 
that the ratios we re not integral, no oscillation occurred. Russell 
carried the analogy over to suspension bridges, resulting in a simple 
method of guying to pre/ent induce,:, oscillation. His method for finding 
the distance of the sta.y fro:,i one end was to square the length (l) of the 
bridge, half the result, l"/2, and extract the square root of this. The 
result l//F is a non-integral portion of the length (l) of the bridge.
Although the paper demonstrated the forms taken by the oscillating 
structures, and their analog^^ with vibrating strings, the basic exciting 
mechanism was not understood (and is still not fully understood).
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The legacy of these disasters was that British engineers became 
very cautious about building big suspension bridges, and it v/as left to 
the Americans to develop this form of construction.
In 1855, a railv/ay bridge v/as built at Niagara by George Roebling 
using his wire cable spinning machiine (References 6, 7) . This elimin­
ated the unwieldy chains previously used, and made the erection of the 
suspension cables very much easier, since the cable could be built up 
strand by strand as the machine went to and fro across the r^ver.
Chains had to be raised into position en masse. Cables had the added 
advantage of being failsafe, where chains were not. The hiagara bridge 
had a span of 250 metres, and was guyed from the centre to the foot of 
the abutments. Wind caused some damage, and as a resu]t, subsequent 
United States bridges were, made very robust and ungain 1^,' to give high 
stiffnesses.
The first bridge to use steel v/ire cables instead of v/rought iron 
was the Brooklyn Bridge, built in 1883 (References 7» 8).
With the advent of the motor car, and the relaxing of roadway 
gradient requirements, the trend changed, tov/ards lighter structures, 
culminating in the Bronx-Whitstone and Tacoma Narrows bridges. Both 
were very light, slender structures stiffened by plate-girders. The 
Tacoma bridge was at least half the weight per foot span of any other 
bridge, and generally closer to one-quarter, the extreme in ribbon-like 
bridges. This design was adequate for static wind loads, but not enough 
aerodynamic information was available to avoid the d,yna.mic effects of 
wind induced oscillation. These effects were captured on cine film 
during the destruction of the Tacoma Narrows bridge by a torsional oscil­
lation in a v/ind of 18 m/sec. (Reference l) . Bridges had suffered from 
vibrations before even the truss-stiffened Golden Gate bridge (Reference 
SO ) hut nothing had attracted such worldwide attention as this.
13
The collapse led to extensive research into suspension bridge 
stability in the United States of America, especially at the University 
of Washington, where a wind tunnel 30 metres wide was specially built for 
testing model bridges. Using the cine film, vibration modes of the 
original bridge were duplicated in the models, and with confidence from 
this correlation, a safe design for the new bridge was determined. lUg.M-, 
From the investigation, the technique developed of using section models 
of the bridge deck to determine the behaviour of the complete bridge. 
Testing could then be carried out more easily and. cheaply in the normal 
wind-tunnel, and the models were much more amenable to changes in design. 
The researches also led to substantial increases in the torsional and 
bending stiffnesses of existing bridges, to prevent a similar occurrence, 
and to reduce any slight oscillation.
At this time, Britain a,lso began intensive research into suspension 
bridge aerodynamic stability for a proposed crossing of the River Severn. 
The main 'span of the bridge was to be 900 metres, and the side spans 330 
metres, and the investigations were prompted by the troubles in the United 
States of America. The tests were carried out by Fra%er and Scruton of 
the National Physical Laboratory, using a specially built IB metre wide 
wind tunnel. (References 10, 11).. A stable design v/ith a ^russ stiff­
ened suspended structure was developed, and then used for a crossing of 
the River lorth instead of the Severn. Pig. 3 (Reference 12).
Ihrther research for the Severn crossing produced a significant new 
design (Reference 13). The suspended structure was a box-section of 
approximately aerofoil shape, v/hich was aerodynamically stable at all 
possible wind speeds. This was a major advance in Inv’dge design, giving 
a very elegant structure, which was easy to fabricate and erect.
Another advantage is that the basic shape can be used for other bridges, 
such as the Erskine Bridge across the River Clyde, Fig. 6, cr the bridge 
across the Bosphorus at Istanbul (Reference I4)•
- Ih »
T A C O M A  N A R R O W S  BRIDGE
FIGURE 4
FORTH ROAD BRIDGE
FIGURE 5
E R S K I N E  BRI DGE
F IG U RE 6
Gonteini)orary American designs such as the Verrazano Narrows Bridge 
('Reference I5) in New York, the Tagus Bridge (Reference l6) in Portugal 
and the Orinoco Bridge (Reference I7) in Venezuela still used truss- 
stiffened structures. One advantage is that two or more levels of road­
way can he incorporated for large volumes of traffic. Nevertheless,, it 
seems that Britain has made up for the centui^ '- in the doldrums.
1.5
THE PROBLM-i OX-' SCALE OF A MÜDEI .
The laws of similarity and dimensional analysis governing the 
scaling of the various properties and functions of any model are deter­
mined by the laws of mechanics. Two bridge systems are dynamically 
similar when tne relationship between them is such that the foi'ces on 
one system are multiples of the forces on the other at the corresponding 
time. The displacements of both systems will then be similar, and so 
one system will copy the movements of the other. This is the whole 
reason for making dynamic scale models of bridges, as the model will 
show the behaviour of the prototype under all conditions represented by 
the tesbs.
The movement of a suspension bridge in the wind depends on its size, 
shape, density, elastic module, the damping of the materials used, the 
friction properties inherent in the mode of construction, and the wind 
forces,
The relation between the motion of a model and that of the proto­
type is dependent on the linear and time scales of the model. Denoting 
the linear scale, model to prototype, as 's' and the time scale as 't', 
velocities will be to the scale s/t, and accelerations to a/t . With
the same gravitational constants for both systems, and air densities
6 ■normally the same, gravitational forces will be to the scale s , and 
inertial forces and for epuality of these scales t - \/s,
Model wind speeds are thus to the scale y/s, and frequencies to the scale 
l/t or ly//s.
The wind forces acting on a body are partly viscous, from the 
friction between the wind stream and the body, and partly inertial, from 
the pressure of the wind against the body. If exact similarity of 
behaviour is required between the model and prototype, wind and gravita­
tional forces must be reduced by the same scale, which must also match 
the scales of the other functions. The ratio of inertial to viscous
— 16 —
wind force is as follows
T , ■ n ,, 5 V - velocityInertial .Force p\ a
Viscous Force ^  l^(— ' 1 - representative length
■"* p  ~ mass density of air
) pJ ~ viscosity of air
pVI^(v/T) a - acceleration
(the Reynolds hnrn'ber)
One of the uncertainties of model testing is the effect of visco­
sity and Reynolds Kumher when comparing model and prototype, as the 
linear scale factor is usually large. Air f].ov/ patterns may not he the 
sante as a result of this. . Fortunately, most bridges are bluff bodies 
with sharp edges, giving the same flow pattern for the model and proto­
type, and no Reynolds number corrections are necessary. This was shov/n 
in correlating the model tesbs of the first Tacoma Harrows Bridge with 
the prototype, and in later tests of the Golden Gate and new Tacoma 
harrows bridges (Reference l). Where gaps and slots are present on the 
prototype, care must be taken when modelling them, as their small sizes 
make the effects of Reynolds number very important. In some cases, it 
is necessary to have a'slightly incorrect geometric shape in order to 
make the model flow pattern the same as that of the prototype.
The ratio of inertial force to gravitational force is expressed as
Inertial Force  _ ma
Gravi t at i onal Fore e mg
2
V
g
%
constant (the Fpoude number)
Since the acceleration due to gravity, g, is constant, the rela­
tionship between model and prototype is
<  . i !
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V  ^ îso ïïi = _jn - 3, where s is scale factor 
.
Thus, the model wind velocity is to the scale of Jq of the prototype.
In bridge model testing, the Froude number is used for scaling 
wind speeds, as tne Reynolds number correJabion is generally ig=nored 
for bluff bodies.
Elastic forces must be accounted for in the construction of the
2
model, the members of which have areas to the scale s . As it is 
difficult to find materials with elastic moduli scaled by s to give 
correct elastic forces, material with the same moduli as the prototype 
is used. Fairings and mass are then added to give the correct shape 
and density to compensate for the wrong moduli. This procedure is used
when testing a complete model of a bridge. Sectionel models are
rigidly constructed from suitable maberials, and the required stiffnesses, 
mass distributions, and inertias achieved using externa.J. springs and 
weights.
The importance of daiiping cannot be overestimated. The damping, 
or decay, of any oscillations is usually specified by the logarithmic 
decrement, , of the oscillations, where
S = ” logg N for 1
where N is the ratio of the amplitude at the first cycle to that at the
nth cycle of the damped oscillation. This is a non-dimensional number, 
and so the model and prototype should have the same value. Structural 
daJDping is caused by the internal damping of the material, the fretting 
action of joints, sliding friction, or any artificr-al damping provided. 
There is a lack of information about the damping of full scale structures, 
which leads to uncertainty of the aerodynamic stability predicted .from 
models. A compromise is to test, the model with as low a damping as 
can be achieved realistically, bearing in mind that welded structures
18 —
tend to have a lower structural damping than bolted structures. Using 
the experience of the aircraft j.ndustiy, with its experimental data on 
the structural damping of aircraft, a reasonable damping level can be 
assumed, in order that the model tests do not appear too pessimistic.
A short table of scale factors for various functions follows:-
llinction. Dimension. Scale
Length 3. L = 3
Area A - f
Volume V \ A p
Moment of Inertia •I, J l4 A A p = A
Time T T V y . = / T
Idequency w ' i/t = i / A ”
Velocity ' V L/T v A p = /i
Acceleration a l/t ^ V s = 1
Mass m M . s5
Elastic Modulus E, G m/l t^
V % p = 8
Stiffness El, GJ ' h l ^/t^ (EI) /(KI)^ = A
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COR STRUCT IQH OF MODET.S.
The working section dimensions of Ihe University's low speed wind 
tunnel are such that testing a model of the complete bridge would be 
impracticable, and would not give meaningful results. Sectional models 
of the arch rib and road deck wore c;onstructed from drawings provided by 
the consultants to a scale of full size.
A strip-laminated plank of white pine was used to model the rein­
forced concrete deck. This would avoid any warping of tl:e finished 
model, and provide a very solid basic structure for the attachment of 
the other components. The main spanwise deck girders were made to the 
correct scale geometry using 24 S.V/.G. and 22 S.W.C. alumiidi m alloy 
sheet. Channel sections were formed from the 24 S.W.G. material, to 
which were bonded flange strips using 22 S.V/.G. material. The trans­
verse deck girders were of the correct overall scale dimensions, but 
the web and flange thicknesses were 26 S.W.G. and 2 x 26 S.W.G. Fig, 7. 
This small departure from the true dimensions because of construction 
problems was considered acceptable since the airflow would be parallel 
to the axes of these members. Correctly scaled safety railings were 
made from brass strip, and the wire mesh infill was initially represented 
by a woven nylon net. This was subsequently replaced by a rectangular 
mesh of tinned copper wire, Fig. 8 (Reference 18) fitted to the inboard 
face of the railings.
For the static load tests, mounting brackets were attached to the 
underside of the deck and the rear central hanger support pad for 
connecting the model to the three-component balance Fig. 7* For the 
dynamic tests, special end-plate fittings were machined from aluminium 
alloy, and were an integral part of the model. To them were attached 
the stub axles, Figs. 7 and 9> which could be fixed in a number of 
positions, so altering the axis of rotation. The stub axles were 
removed for the static tests, and the mounting brackets removed for the
- 20
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dynamic tests, Fig. 10.
The mass of the deck model, less the stub axles, was 4*5 kg. This
is approximately one third of the correct scale mass, since the effective
mass for the dynamic tests must include all the parts of the dynamic
mountin^ whicji move with the model. With the model in its original
configuration, the effective mass was 13*5 kg., compared with the correct
value of 12.8 kg. After the first series of tests, involving vertical
translation only, the effective mass was increased by externcl balance
weights to 14*9 kg. This combined the mass of the dec/; with 30^ 3 of the
estimable scale mass of the arch rib and hangers. For all the stability
tests of the deck model involving rotational movement, the effective mass
2
moment of inertia was 0.210 kg.m , compared with the correct mass moment
■ 2of the deck alone of 0 .174' kg.m .
The sectional model of the arch rib was in the form of two straight 
parallel box beams rigidly connected together by plywood end-plates.
The end plates fulfilled the same purpose as the alloy ones on the deck 
model, providing the attachment for the stub axles for the dynamic tests. 
Neither the curve,, nor the angle of inclination of the arch rib was 
represented, and no provision was made to permit displacemeit of one rib 
relative to the other. Fig,11, The model was constructed from balsa 
wood sheet, with the correct scale geometiy for the cross-sections and 
spacirigs of the ribs and bracing members. The effective mass was 12.9 
kg. in the dynamic mountings, rtpresenting the estimated scale mass of 
the arch rib and hangers, p3.us of the scale mass of the deck alone.
In the tests involving rota.tio'n, or pitch, the axis of, rota Lion coincided 
with the axis of symmetry of the model. The mass moi.c-nt of inertia
o
about t'liis axis was 0.210 kg.m‘", equal to the correct scale moment of 
inertia of the arch rib, plus 20-/ of the scale moment of inertia of the 
deck.
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.Dynami c Mount ings.
The investigation into the dynamic behaviour of the section models 
was carried out using special mountings designed for the tests. The two 
mountings were bolted to the outside of the tunnel working section, and 
the model connected via the stub axles through holes in the windows,
Fig. 12. The model could oscillate in two degrees of freedom, vertical 
translation, and pitch, and viscous damping could be applied if required. 
The stub axles run in self-aligning ball-races carried in the vertical 
main links. Horizontal radius arms constrain the main linlcs, to allow 
vertical translation only, and are connected to the side plates through 
flat spring flexures to allow relative movement of the parts. Sideways 
restraint is provided by the double lower radius arm, the upper one being 
single.
A coil spring between the vertical link and the side plate gives 
the necessary vertical stiffness. Quick release fittings allow the 
spring to be easily changed to vary the stiffness. The spring can be 
tensioned to take out any backlash if the amplitude of oscillation 
becomes large.
The outer end of the stub axle is tapered, on which the torsion 
link is keyed and securely held. The horizontal arms from the hub of 
the link carry the fittings for the two coil springs which provide the 
torsional sitffness. Similar arms from the top of the vertical link 
carry the fittings for the other ends of the springs. The torsion link 
is thus elastically constrained to the vertical link, and tiie stiffness 
altered by varying the radius of the spring fit Lings from the hub. A 
small screw through the hub to the vertical link locks the torsion link 
in place to isolate the vertical translation mode of the system. A 
small plate locks the top of the vertical link to the side plate if only 
the torsion mode is required. The lower end of the torsion link has 
tv:o horizontal rods to which balance weights are attached. The mass
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can be varied to give the required effective mass, and the radius arm 
varied to give the required mass moment of inertia.
Viscous damping is provided by eddy currents induced in thin alum­
inium alloy plates passing between the poles of powerful electromagnets. 
The magnets are bolted to the wind-tunnel structure, and tlie alloy 
plates are attached to the hub of the torsion link by a cantilever 
arrangement. The required level of damping is obtained by varying the 
current supplied to the coils of the electromagnet.
The spring and link, arrangement allows translation in the direction 
normal to the model, i.e. vertical translation with respect to the mode]., 
and rotation about the axis of twist of the model. The position of the 
axis of twist can be altered on the deck model by changing the stub axle. 
The complete dynamic mounting can be moved to give an incidence range of 
-13° to +15° referred to the tunnel centre-line.
2 3
VIBRATION CALCULATIONS.
The calculations to determine the structural vibration modes and 
frequencies were carried out by the Civil Engineering Department. The 
structural stiffness matrix was calculated for the bridge as made up of 
plane frames, resulting in the only degree of freedom being vertical 
translation.
By using the "Second Law of Motion" and the stiffness and mass 
matrices, the equation to be solved, using matrix notation, is
[a 1 - [d] = 0
where I = unit matrix
X ~ l/v/^  where w is angular velocity in radians/sec, 
k = structural stiffness 
m = mass matrix
d = displacement of node points, i.e. mode shape.
_ Solving the matrix equation, for the latent roots and vectors gives 
the frequencies and mode shapes for each of the vibration modes.
The mass of the deck was 6^ 600 kg/m. and that of the arch was 2,81ÿ 
kg/m up to 0.29 of half span, 3,323 kg./m from 0.29 to 0.72 of half span, 
and 2,635 kg./m, from 0,72 to mid span.
The bridge is symmetrical about the centre-line, (Fig. 13) so the 
calculation can be reduced in si.ze by using half the mass and stiffness 
matrices.
The stiffnesses of the structural elements were defined in kN.m
units.
If the weight is measured in Newtons, then 
IN = 1kg X Im/sec.
—  kg X g where g 9*81 m/so o' 
IkN — 100 kg X g.
2d ..
Using' as the force unit makes the equival?"t mass unit tO kg,
“3so the latent roots have to he scaled by 10 .
In Pig. 13j the Case 2 weights were the final ones, and the first 
mode frequency used v/as 0.444 Hz.
Since the arch rib is built in a jjarabolic arc the first vertical 
bending mode must be asymmetric about the centre-line, as is demonstrated 
by the mode shapes in Pig, I4 for tiie a.rch rib. The first bending mode 
of the deck is symmetrical about the centre-line, so the influence of 
the arch would be to reduce any forced vibration giving symmetrical 
binding in the deck.
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Models of sGctioi'S of the deck and arch rib, were used lo predict 
the static aerodynamic loads and the d^niamic characteristics of the full 
sixe structure. This procedure of usina; section models accords with 
standard nractice. based on results froic v/ind tunnel tests of betii 
complete and section models of the Tacoma Narrows Bride;e (Reference 1 ) 
the Seveiui head llridpe (Reference 10) and others. The decJv and arch 
rib models were tested sépara.oly. It was considered that the results 
obtained from the tests of the individual units would yive a rv'nsonable 
indication of the structure as a whole. Tn the vibration analysis, 
the first bendiny mode of the deck was symmetrical bondiny, whereas 
the first arch rib mode was asyimietrical bondiny. Thus y the influence 
of one on the other was deemed to be beneficial in reducing amulitudes.
On the full sire structure, the aerodyiamic interforence effects 
between the arch rib and the deck would lieIp to reduce arv displacements. 
hhere the elements are closest, the arch rib is at a steep anyle to the 
deck, and so any relative motions will be out of phase with one another. 
This region will also give rise to very turbulent air flow, reducing 
tne possibility of regular airforces developing.
The conclusions reached wore that the majority of yhe aorodyiamic 
forcing in the dyianiic cases would come from the central y of the bridge, 
away from the arch rib-deck cross-over, Also, since the dynamic 
effects were more important, any small errors in the static aerodyiamic 
coefficients as a result of i g n o r i n g  the aerodynamic interference 
effects be tween the arch rib and the deck ifcro allo'wablo. Tlie tests 
would also be much simpu or, and their number greatly reduced, 
jgts .
i'lach model was mounted in turn on the wind tunnel three component 
balance for the measurement of the static forces components, and the 
pitching moment, Tiie test data obtained were reduced and then
2 6
processed using a simple computer programme (Table i) to obtain the 
horizontal and normal force coefficients ([^ y^ and the moment
coefficients (C^ )^ for various wind speeds and inclinations to the 
horizontal. These tests were done in smooth airflow, with the 
turbulence levels less than O.i' .
The procedure was repeated for the variety of deck and arch rib 
configurations as follows;- 
Static Test _Cgnfjl[pirations .
De ck Mo d_e ].,
Te st 1 : Dec;. alone,
Tost 2; Dec’: i/ith railings.
Test 3: Deck wm.tli railings wùth a nylon mesh fitted to the inboard
face of each set of railings.
Test 4; Deck and railings. The model was modified by cutting 6 holes,
23«4 mm diameter at mm pitch in the ifcbs of the two span-
wise girders, between adjacent support pads, (I'igs. 8, iO), 
The ratio of cut&n;ay area to the frontal area of the deck 
(less railings and mesh) between adjacent support pads was 
0,123,
Test 3: As for Test 4, with nylon net replaced by a rectangular
mesh of soldered tinned copper wire (O.36 imii diameter, 1,38 
per cm) fitted to the inboard face of each set of railings.
Test 6; As for Test 4, with trapezoidal section fairings ad,led to the
outboard vertical faces at the parapets.
Test 7: As for Test 3, with the addition of the parapet fairings
(Fig. B). This represented the final deck configuration
with all the accepted irodifications incorporated,
TVo other tests were carried out with the following modifications 
to the final configuration.
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Firstly, instead-' of the timied copper mesh, a woven h^ass mesh. 
(0.51 mm. diameorr, per cm) was used.
Secondly, a test was run -with -üîc configuration as for Test 7? 
except that tlie holes in the girder wehs were blanked off.
The first was to check 'the effect of a mesgi-\rin<; i'acreased 
blockage, such as may occur wi'th the standard mesh blocked by ice or 
snow.
The effect of the parape-t fairings and tinned copper mesh, alone 
had. not been investigated; thus the need for -the second test.
Arch
Only two static tests were required in this case, the firs't -with 
the model in the basic si: ape. After -the initial dynamic tests, the 
model was modified by cwtting transverse rectangular holes through 
both the beams. (Fig. 11). Two holes wore cut through each beam 
between each pair of transverse members, giving a ratio of cutaway 
nrea to frontal area, per "bay" of 0 ,132.
The final arrangement decided by the consultants was of four 
elliptical cut-outs at the quarter, and 'three■■-quarter points. This 
was to make 'the stress analysis easier, and was more pleasin'f- -".rlsually, 
but this arrmrrement was never tested.
Each model was mounted in turn on the dynamic test rig, on i-diich 
-thv'^ o modes of motion were possible. These ivere as follows;-
1. The model could be allowed to transi a te vertically.
2. The model could be al .lowed to rotate in pitch about its mouni Ing 
spindles, idiich ivere located in the plane of synmetry of each model 
section,
3 . It could be lUcide free to translate vertically, and rotate in pitch 
simultaneously.
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The facility for inclepo. ident testing of each mode of vibration is 
essential for model testinz, as some of the dynamic effects are duo to 
coupling between translation and pitch. Isolating each mode, and 
determining its effect on the two degree of freedom motion is necessciry 
ill order to understand tne aorodiarinic meciianism causing t'be oxciuation, 
and effect a cure. livo degrees of freedom are sufficient for susnension 
briciges, as their length makes a small section approximate an idealized 
body with infinite asnect ratio, and any disturbing force will cause 
motion either vertically or in n.Ltch, norizonto.l motion is ignored in 
the case of dimamic stability, although it is essential for the lateral 
buckling stability of the structure (Reference 19).
The other variable igarameters csed in the tests were o.s follows:™
1, V/ind Speed, from 0 to gO m/sec.
2, V/ind Inclination, up to -10° to tJi.e horizontal.
3. Viscous Damping. This was produced by applying c m  cuts in the 
range 0-0.3 amperes to the coils of the two electromagnets, inducing 
eddy currents in the damping plates (Fig. 12). The measure of the 
damping applied was assessed by ascertaining the logarithmic decrement 
of the appropriate damped oscillation at zero wind speed, and com­
paring it with the value obtained when no eddy current was applied.
The logarithmic decrement, 5 , is a measure of the amplitude decay ‘ 
rate of an oscillating system after an initial displacement, and is 
the logarithm of the amplitude ratio of two successive cycles. hlien 
the damping factor is small, less than 0.1, the amplitude ratio can
be measured over non-successivc cycles, and the result divided by 
the number of cycles, as was the case wàth those tests.
4. Spring Stiffness. Different springs could be substituted to inves­
tigate the effect of different values of stiffness. The torsion a r m  
for the torsion S])rings could also be altered (Fig. 12).
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5. Mass and IrierMa. This con Id bo varied by moans of balruice weights 
on the horizontal rods at the lower end of the torsion linlc, (Fig.12)
6. The ;\xis of Rotation. On the deck model this could be changed by 
altering the vertical position of the mounting spindles. Most of 
the tests V70re rone wj th the spindles coincident with tlie uirierside 
of the road slab (Fig. 13)» Check tests were run with the spindJes 
in two other locations, nominally 25 mm above and below tne original 
setting. This woas to cover the effect of the hangers on the centre 
of rotation of the prototype. For the deck alone, this was in the 
basic location, but it was tliought t]iat the hanger stiffness would 
alter this to some extent.
7. Degree of turbulence. This could be varied by placing a grid of 
steel rods u]istream of the model. The spacim: of the rods was 
constant, and no attemnt ivas made to simulate the velocity profile 
o f Ihe a tm0 s phe r e.
Jns trumentati on.
An ultraviolet paper tra.ce recording galvanometer \;as used 
throughout the tests to record the oscillatory motion of the model.
An. inductance type displacement transducer and an acceleromoIer, used 
initially, w^ ere replaced by a ’vayne herr capacitance prole. This was 
mounted on the frame of the ri.g, and measured the capacitance between 
the probe and the adjacent foce of an aluminium plate loceitea at a 
convenient point on the spring-moanted part of the rig, (Fig, 12),
This was on the torsion link, at a radius of 193 iRm i.com tlie a:\ s of
rotation of the model. The signal from the probe ‘was amplified to
give about iOx gain to the trace on the recorder chart. Onlv (uie 
probe was used, as the basic requirements irere frequency and amplitude
measurements* Phase differences between vertical and pitch motions in
the coupled mode were not investigated at the beginning of the tests, 
and as the tests proceeded, it was foune that the basic high speed
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instability was one of pitch; with very little translation. No 
asymmetric motion, such as roll, was encountered, and thus the simple 
installa.tion of one capacitance probe was sufficient for all tests.
Only the deck exhibited the pitch instability, but both the deck 
and tIjG arch rib had the vertical oscillation can sod by chc sheddiny of 
Kami an vortices.
Tes t Netliod.
The appropriate model with its particular configuration was 
mounted in the tunnel workiny section on the test riy. (Fig, 10). 
Eleven deck and three arch rib ceafidurations w'cre tested. A ’'wind- 
off' amplitude calibration i/as carried out, usiny a dial test yauye to 
determine the relationship between model displacement and recorder 
paper trace displacement. The model position was varied manually by 
kjiowui increments, and the corresnondino; chart recordings taken. The 
linearity of the capacitance probe and recorder system was proved, and 
a scale factor obtained for the workiny rnmre of the tests. The maxi­
mum model deflection used was about 5 nini, and the scale factor r/as 
about ll;lo
Chart recordings ifore made of the damped oscillation occurring 
wdien the model was released after manual displacement, for "wùnd-off” 
and. for "wind-on” conditions. Usina mechanical stops, this initial 
disp] acemont was kept constant at 5 mm. The cliart recordings -were 
done for various steady wind speeds, eddy current dan)pi.ii4^ values and 
model incidences, and the final steady state oscillation was also 
recorded. (Fi^. l6).
Particular attention was pplven to model behaviour in tlie reyion 
of a critical wind speed where the logarithmic decrement showed a marked 
decrease, and -Uie steady state amplitude a marked increase, (Fiy. I?). 
For the low-speed "bounce", a forced vibration, caused by barman vortex 
shedding, very fine speed increments were necessary to determine the
/ -  31 -
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résonance peak. As this vns a non-catastrophic oscillation, ne damage 
vas clone to the lodel. The h in: h speed instability vas a diver,cent 
oscillation, and catastrophic, starting over a very small velocity 
increment, and care vas needed to safepuard the model, A position of 
nontrej stabilit; conid be aciiicved by ver^" fine ad.-jns (ment of the 
speedJ and this point vas used as the factor defining the critical 
speed.
Eacli chart recording then yielded the steady state amplitude, the 
frecnicncy of oscillation, and thie logarithmic decrement associated vith 
that particnlar vind speed.
AHRODYIIAIITC lirtlOigCS.
Until the investigation into tho collapse of <:oc Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge, only tvo theories if ore in nse to cxolpin the instability of 
snsponsion bridges. The first assnmed that the iiatnre of the snrronnd™ 
ing terrain cansed turbulence in the wind which excited the morion. The 
second was inspired by the similarity between bridge motion and that of 
long transmission wires under the action of the wind.
Bnffet.
It was thonght. that a turbulent wind mi.ght act on the structure 
in such a w'ay as to give rise to a period variation in lift force.
This periodic force would be nearly coincident with the natural freouency 
of the structure, and would result in the building up of a mode of motion 
corresponding to that frenuency. It is possible ihat a gusty wind 
would have the required characteristics, but it is highly unlikely.
The only record of.wind turbulence affecting a bridge was at the Golden 
Gate Bridge in 19hi (Reference 9) where a hill to the north-west caused 
the wind from there to blow down on the bridge and reduce the amplitude 
of motion. During this storm, the bridge had an edge amijlitnde of 
metres in the torsion mode, but the .greater amplitude in symmetrical 
bending which was later predicted, w^ as absent due to the deflected wind.
A suspension bridge will probably never be so close to catastrophic 
failure due to flutter and survive. Later, the bridge i.as stiffened 
across the bottom of the trusses, and no further vibration problems 
have occurred.
The failures of the Menai Straits Bridge and the Brighton Chain 
Pier wxre thought to bo caused by the wind being deflected to strike 
the underside of the roadway, thus lifting the structure and destroying 
it. A study of the accounts now reveals that the wind caused a tor­
sional oscillation, due either to vortex shedding, or flutter, which led
“ 33
to failure in the structures. (References 2, 5)*
A case in hi ch turbulence from other objects can cause nrob'Jems 
is where one brich'C is in the Avnke of another. At certain wind speeds 
and directions, the upwind bridge will shed regular vortices, i.e. 
r’armari vortex streets, which vhAhl cause forced vibrations of the down­
wind bridge. Once the vortex shedding frenuency of one bridge is 
known, the other, if it is a new structure, can have its frequency 
response altered, or situated where its influence is least.
Two cases v/hcre this could have occurred, if not for win-i tunnel 
tests, wore the proposed 'Runcorn-h/idnes suspension bridge, a^d the 
Tamar suspension bridge.
The Runcorn-lvidnes bridge if as to be built very close to an existing 
railway bridge. Section model wind tuimel tests sJiov/ed that the pro­
jected bridge oscillated severely in the vortex field of the bluff 
railway bridge, v/hich wus level wûth the suspension bridge dec;:. The 
problem would have been solved by stiffening the suspended structure, 
and siting it very close to the original bridge, but by this time an 
arched design had been adopted. (Reference 20).
The Tamar bridge at Rlymouth was in a similar situation, forced 
by circumstances to be close to an existing bridge. The design was 
basically a 4 scale model of the Rorth Road bridge, and so 'was aero- 
d^mamically stable. Model tests showed that vertical oscillations were 
produced by the proximity of tlio other bridge, and the presence of a 
train on the other bridge increased them. The critical wind speed 
was over a very limited range at 22 m/sec., and was not thought to be 
a problem, and 'the deck was 9 m above the existing bridge. Mo 
problems have been renorted in use. (Reference 2i).
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All t or 0 tat ion.
The second theory was commonly kuovm as "autoi otation", and was 
proposed by Den Dartoa as an explanation for galloping transmission 
lines ('Reference 22). When coated with ice, the lines had been
observed to oscillate with .large amnlitndcs in the i/ird. Li Dignre 18
of Reference 22, tlie section motion is assumed positive dowm;ards, and 
the angle, (X , of the resultant wnnd is tan 'v/V.
The total vertical 1: »rce d.eveloped by the wind is 
.F “ h cos a -I- D sin CC c 
As the bridge moves vertical with variable velocity v, the resultant
force, F, varies v;i th angle u , so 
, dF d
dec '"do: (l cos <x -!- D sin a )
dL cos (X ■ "• L sin o' + dl) sin a + D cos o'
da da
sin CC \d.; •- l ' 4 cos (X dh p
- da dec
Dince v is small with respect to V, tan v/V is very small
dF
dec
oD
da -I- D
If dF/doC is negative, th.e inci’easing force for decreasing (% produces 
a divergent oscillation by putting energy into the system. '^ .ben dF/da 
is positive, the resultin'’: force opposes motion, and energy is absorbed. 
Tims the bridge is unstable .^ben 
dl.
da 4 D < 0
The static aerodynamic forces are usually plotted as non-dimcnsional
coefficients, so 
dC.
d V  + Co <  0
Thus the brid;;o will be aerodynamical 1 y unstable if the negative slo]>o 
of the lift curve is greater than the accompanying drag coefficient.
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Similarly for the pitching moment curve, where dC^ ^^ /rjCC is negative, 
it will give rise to a moment whicji increases v, and the input of energy 
to the system; on the oLher hand, positive dC /dec will vivo a stabi- 
Using moment. (Fig. 18).
Iced no transmi ssioa wires have an irregular shar-e, and once a 
small gust causes motion to start, it can build up an oscillation under 
the above conditions. In '’galloping”, the wires can move up to hO-60 
diameters at a steady speed across the direction of the ind, and so it 
is possible to explain the motion using static coefficients. For a
bridge, tlu; amplitude of the movement is small compared to its size, and 
unsteady aerodpiamic derivatives are needed to explain the motion.
It can be seen frojn the graphs of the static coefficients (Figs. 
21-29) that the slope of the lift and moment coefficients versus angle,
CC 5 are positive in nearly every case over the woi'king range, and yet 
the bridge deck alwajos oscillared in pitch at some speen. Other 
investigations have also shown? this to be the case, notably the original 
Tacoma Marrows Bridge, with the H-section unstable in pitch, but which 
has positive slopes for the static force coefficients. (deference 1).
Thus, it can be seen from the above that the "autorotation” theory 
cannot be used to explain bridge motion although it has relevance for 
iced up transmission lines.
Vortex Fxc itati on,
Oscillations of bluff bodies in wind are coumionly excited by 
vortices formed at the sides of the body, and shed alternately into the 
waike. Tims is the mechanis?ii behind tho Aeolian harp. If the frequency 
of vortex shedding coincides with a natural frequency of the body, 
oscillations transverse to the wnnd direction may occur. The frequency 
of vortex s]tedding depends on the -wind speed, cross-section shape, and
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lle^ aiolds Nitnihor, and is defined by the non-dimensional Strouhal nnmber
c _
“■ V
where n is the frenuency of sheddiny vortex pairs, 1 is a typical lenyth, 
and V the wind speed.
For cross-sections ifith sharp edges, S is independent of Reynolds 
number, as the positions of flow senaréition are fixed fit the corners.
For cylinders and other rounded sections, the seoaration, position, and 
so S, varies with Reynolds number. Bridges in general arc sharp edged 
bodies, and so the Strouhal mr:iber is independent of Reynolds number, 
and model test results can be applied to the full-size prototype with 
a good degree of confidence. Birder type bridges exhibit this type of 
forced oscillation more than the truss .typ)e, as they tend to have a 
larger solidity factor. The air-flow through, a truss structure is 
more turbulent, with consequently loss chance of regular vortex shedding. 
A solution for girder bridges follows, so that by makin^^ hioles in the 
webs of the girders, transverse oscillations can be greatly reduced,.
The vibration is restricted, within a certain wind velocity range, and 
has a maximum amplitude. .Although it is non-catastrophic, it could
eventually cause fatigue failure in structural members, and is noticeable
and unpleasant to the public.
Assuming that tho forced vibration is caused by a "harman vortex 
street, it is possible to calculate the lift coefficient, , at
resonance, Tho enuation of motion for a one degree of freedom system
in the airflow is
my" -I- fy’ ]ty ~ F = v.-p v"'hlCj
Critical damping, f^^ ~ 2mw^ = 2/km
~ . ■^'o ” ra
where
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].s
m = mass
f damping constant 
k = spring constant
= natural frequency
w = freouonc'-.' of forced vibration 
p = density of air 
V = wind velocity 
li " projected so ttion height 
1 = length
Cy = lift coefficient
From vibration theory, the amnlitude, of a forced vibration
w ',2
At’ resonance, wVw - j 
' 0
y  F/][_______
R “ 2 i'7
CR
F .
2k f
flv'
0
F , , f„„— . wmere b - —
mbw m
0
 F^ __
2m y
2my
v^h
Taking Strouhal nnmber. S = y-'—2?r V
217 Sv
c, = 2my
ip v^hl
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Damping Relationships (Reference 23)
6 2 77 y where
and g =
IT A 
ÎT
y <^  1
wdiere 6 is the logai'iiimiic decrement
Using data from Rig. 17, and tlie other deck model parameters, in 
the above equations
Cj^ =  161T - p  s  y r
h
= 16 ff ^  jm ,
2~  'X~9
ph i 4t7 V
a
277
II
p 1 V" fT h
.2
2 X  13.3 X  18 X  .nog X  1.43 X 10
m = 1 3 .3  kg 
w’g -  18 r / s  
V = It.7 m/s
d = .009
Y]^ = 1.4 3  X 10 m
.3 ::= 1 ,1 9 3  k.g/m^
1.293 X 1,14 X 1.71" X X ,06 1 ™ 1,14 m
"  h  = ,0 6  JÎ1
This value is in good agreement with the static values of the 
lift or normal force coefficients from Rigs. 22 and 28,
_ R lut ter.
The final aerodwiamic instability in a single degree of freedom 
system is stall flutter, T]\is is caused by negative aerodynamic 
damping forces produced by negative phase lag of the aerodynamic force;
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(llei'erence 23)* Toit.ional motion predominates, and the a:r )litiide of 
the bending moment is negligible, wdiercas in classical flutter, bending 
and torsion are of the same order of magnitude. Stall flutter is best 
illustrated by the hysteresis effect on the pitching moment versus 
inciacnce curve ( .tig. l!yi. A positive sloyio to the ci.?rve gives a 
X>itching moment which acts in a direction to reduce incidence.
At small angles of incidence, a perturbation due to a .gust causes 
tho pitching moment to increase, which tends to reduce the incidence 
increased by the gust, so giving a positive stability. At the stall, 
the airflow^ remains attached to the surface under a small increase in 
incidence, when it would normally separate, and after separation, the 
flow reattacmnent is do 1 a,yed until a much lower incidence is reached. 
The airforces at this point depend on the direction of motion, and 
cause a forced vibration (Reference 24),
It is unlikely that this instability would occur on a susnension 
bridge deck, as the angle of incidence on the deck is small, usually 
less than -3^, It could occur ruth the cable support towers, but 
with an,inherently high torsional stiffness, the wind speed would have 
to be very high. In Figs. 23 and 2.6, the sliane of the moment 
coefficient versus incidence curves could indicate stall flutter, but 
the shape of the curves in Fig. 29 is completely different. The 
d)oo.amic tests showed that the type of motion v;as the same fo.%' all tlie 
configurations and only at a higher speed for that of Fig. 29
Classical flutter, an o.i cilia tory motion involving counling 
between the pitch and translation modes of vibration, is one of diffi­
cult theoretical nroblems in bridge aerodynamics. Tho problems arise 
in the calculation of tlie unsteady airforces needed to solve the 
equations of motion. Af ter the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Rrid.ge, 
much work mas done in the United States on the theoretical aspects of
... 40 _
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bridge vibration, tiic most important contribution uuming from Bleich.
TTg applied The odor sen's classical flutter theory foj' flat plates directly 
to suspension bridge dechs, and calculated the aerodynamic coefficients 
necessary for the equations of motion for the new Tacoma Marrows Bridjre. 
Good ap;rcc;.'.ent was obtarned between theory and model tests for this 
bridge, but not wdien a])]B ied to the Golden Gate Bridge, (deferences 
i, 25? 26)0 Bluttei' theory for thin aerofoils assumes that the air­
flow is attached at tlie trailing edge, which is generally n it the case 
wiwh a bluff body such as a bridge deck. The new'- bridge was a truss 
oesign, and the deck was very thin, approximating to a. thin aerofoil .
The Golden Gate Bridge vms thiclcer, and agreement betvreen model tests 
and theo.ry was reached when a correction was applied using vortex forces 
on the leading edge, which were experimentally determined. The criti­
cal effects of bridge (;eometry was the shortcoming of Bleich's analyses. 
Later authors (Rocard, Bel berg, Fraudsen) developed the theme, and 
advocated applying it to new forms of bridge decks, but the irroblems 
of separated airflow still remained.
At the National Physical Laboratory, during the aerodrvuiamic inves­
tigation into the hiver, .bevern suspension bridge, a nev.' type of deck 
structure was proposed and developed. (Reference Ip). This was a 
steel box section, whicij would cut construction costs and i/eight and 
also be very stiff in bending and torsion. A concurre))t t.lieoretical 
investigation into the aeroelastic stability of the final configuration 
was able to predict the critical speeds using Theodorsen flat plate 
airforces in a classical flutter analysis (deference 2?). The unusual 
shape of the cross-section^ with thin walkways cantilevered on either 
side of the main bo7{ results in tlie flow remaining attached across the 
top and bottom surfaces, so simulating the required flat nlatc.
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About the same time, in Norway and Denmar!:, an aerodymnmic inves­
tigation into a box t}y)e bric'ge across the Nil lobe el c was carried out 
under Professor Selberg, and similar conclusions reached (Reference 28), 
Thus, by careful choice of the box cross-section, thin aerofoil or flat 
plate aerodynamics can be iwed to predict critical speeds in c classical 
flutter analysis. To do this, the flow must remain attached across the 
box section, and for the Lillebaelt bridge small slats at the bottom of 
the guard rail were used tc achieve this.
A recent development in'the United States of tuner ic a. by Professor 
Scanlan (et_a.l) is an analytical method in which the aerodynamic forces 
used are derived in real form from tests on bridge section models, 
(References 29» 30, 31, 32). This follows ideas set out by Duncan and 
Pra%cr in their initial wort on flutter ('References 33? 34). The 
equations of motion are set out for bendinpy-torsional flutter, with the 
aerodynamic lift and momcut force functions of the vai?ious displace-- 
,rents, velocities and accelerations. Tlie aerodyaiamic force derivatives 
can then either be calculated using thin aerofoil theory, or measured, 
depending on the section under test. This approach, usin : simple 
equations of motion, arid allowing for the complexities of the Theodorsen 
function to appear only in the calculation of the aeroderivatives is a 
bettor approach, as it leads to an easier understanding of the prolilem. 
This was emphasized by Rigsley in the discussion of Bleich*s naper 
(deference 23). Scanlan has simplified the equations oC motion further 
by separating structural and ae^'odynamic components, and ignoring aero- 
d^niamic inertia terms completely. Although theory d.enends on linear 
aerodynamic characteristics, and bridge docks have a tendency to non- 
linearity, at the exact critical speed, the amplitudes of the unstaole 
motion are very small, and linearily can lie assumed.
Considering a section of a symnetrical brid-’-e deck, witii the e.g. 
on the centre-line, and with vertical and torsional degrees of freedom,
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Il and OC , (Fig. 20) tho equations of motion can he \vritten as
h” -i- 2-y^ w^^ h^* + w^^h r.
■'m
yh/ f TTpOc'TT^ h ^ C + TT^ OC (l)
O T
CC " + 2 7^ cc ' + y  Æ  = ÿ y
- A,h' + A_0: ' -1- A.,OC (2)
A _?
The coefficients IT. and A. are the nnstead'r acrodynanj Lc dériva-1 1  "
tivos which can he evaluated either theoretical]y for thin aerofoils or 
experimentally for hlnff bodies. Scanlan's papers deal with the 
experimental évaluation for bluff bodies, and the verification of the 
techninne using a thin aerofoil. The motion of tlie oiiginal Tacoma 
Narrows Bridge was also checked using this technique. Its usefulness 
is such that the method of deriving the coefficients will be dealt with 
in-full.
The section model under investigation is placed in the wind tunnel, 
hi til the wind-off, equations (l) and (2) are satisfied w’ith IL and A^ 
equal to zero, ■ The aerod^mamic inertia terms in h" and a" are omitted, 
as being negligible. This is generally the case in aeroelastic 
problems, and the terms are easily incorporated if an uuusnal confirm- 
ration is heinf tested.
hi th the wm.nd on, equations (l) and (2) are satisfied at a steady 
state sinusoidal oscillation, hith tiie a motion locked out, equation 
(l) is satisfied for o, A decaying oscillation giver a good approx­
imation to a flutter notion if the dampin'^ is low enough, Tho ampli­
tude record of h com then be used ro calculate iX
h^ 'hThus, h" -i- 2y,w\ h' + wyh - IT, ] i ' (3)
Ii” 2 7 ir^ h^ ' 0
There y . = 7  -
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!Fron vibration theory
X 2r/ y t
- 7'^
In. h„n
y.
h.
1
1. W  TT \ '
\k]
= Logarithmic decrement 
0 f -\rc r t i c a 1, m o t i o n
i/ih V
4 \ if /
(A)
Similarl^h v/ith the vertical motion locked, ennaticn (2) is satis-
fied with = 0, and excellent approximati ons for Ap and A^ are obtained
in a siiuil ar manner,
Thus
a" -I- 2 y^ a  ' + a = A^ (X * 4- A^ CC
- Of" -1- s 7p;/(x: ^ “ 0 (5)
where ^  ^X.C 'u - A (5)
and - M /  = 4 - A 3 (7)
Then 0 = i «„ = 2
n a u /l
yoîT
T y y
7r
1 -1- 4
and 5? = vFh y
(8)
(9)
h = 11q sin wt
ifhere ^ is the frequency of the cosine Wcwe of diminishing amplitude
Substituting into (6) and (?) yields and A.,.
At the onset of flutter, tlie solutions are sinufsoida; . thus
If ” flutter frequency,
a  - CCç^ sin (wt - 0 }
Using those for h and <X in equations (l) and (s), the followinp: 
expressions for and I-I_ are derived
- 44 -
A 1i- h9:00
(w" - v;^  -f A^)sin0 -h (2 7^ - A^)wcos(9
(X (% (X.
Hg = 1 . llo_
CCo
CCo
(w^ - w‘")sin0 'Î* (2 *" cosQ
(v“ - vk ) COB0 4 (2y,w, - ÏÏ. sin 6 ^ n n i l  1 '
Although this method is general for sectional models, its use 
depends on the ease of sen; rating' hending from torsional motion in the 
wind tunnel. This is a factor in the design of tho model suuuort 
system. The method also depends on the nature of the flutrer motion 
as it must he possible to keep tlie model in a small amplitude flutter 
motion for sufficient time to obtain good amplitude traces. On some 
models this is difficult to do as the motions may be very divergent.
The calculations eliminate model structural damping, so an answer may 
be to increase t/iis damping enough to allow a steady state, or slovfly 
divergent oscillation to occur. The time span need only be e n o u r h  to 
allow the operator to take the necessary rcadin-'S, and then stop the 
flutter by hand. The viscous damping can be applied in the usual 
manner using oil filled dashpots, or electromagnetic means.
Another approach, proposed by Dicker, is based on riuasi-steady 
aerodynamic coefficients, this assumption being made since tb,.e motions 
of the structures are slow. This allows him to base his coefficients 
on tlieir static values. (deferences 35» 3^ ) « This approach is 
incorrect, as the time scale for suspension bridges is within the range
where unsteady aerodynamic coefficients are required. Current aero- 
industry practice is to assume quasi-steady aerod>n.r.mics for modern 
jet trail snorts at frequencies less tlian 0.1 hz. First vibration 
modes of susnension ‘bridges occur at frequences greater than 0.1 hz as 
shown by the following examples. The original Tacoma Bridge was 0„13 
hz, the Golden Gate was 0.12 hz, the Forth Road Bridge ivas 0,13 hz and 
the Severn 0,13 hz.
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PRSStyTATTON OF RESULTS 
Static Tests,
The results of the static tests on the dock and arch rjh models
a re  g iv e n  in  c o o l .I’ i  c io n  t  f o r p  i n  P ig u e e s  21.- h i  « P i .gc 'e s  21 , ‘.'-‘"ï, P'j
give the horizontal force coefficient, C,.^, the normal force coefficient,
C-^,, and the pitching moment coefficient, C.j» for the original deck
model, without railings, frr two tumiel speeds. The Roynoids numbers
are 4.72 % 10^, and 0. 5h % 10^. Figures 24, 23, 2-6 show C^ ,, 0^^^ and
resrectively for tho original deck model with railings, and, also the
effect of holes in the wehs o.f the main beams. The Reynolds nnmhers
were tlio same. As exnected. C._ is increased by the addition of thefl.
railings, and the .holes do not influence the separate^! .low from the
main beams very mucli, so with the holes is not mrch different fro.'.i
that whthout the holes. The non~lineoritv of the C,, curve is m ’ohablv
N
caused by a chanae in the position of the centre of pressure. Toe flow 
is attached to the ton surface at some small negative anvle of incidence, 
but is always separated from the flanges of the main beams on the bottom 
surface. Pith holes in uhe webs, the flow on the underside between 
the main beaois wm.Xl be more regul arly tur'iiulent, and give less movement 
of the centre of pressure. I.n Figi.ire 25? the gradient of C^ycc is more 
ui.iform with the holes than the other cases ^■nthout thoiiW
The shape of the curve is such that the d^mamic i.nstahility of 
the nature of stall flutter, or mtorotaiion could occur. At inci­
dences close to zero, the ^low senarates at the lead.in? eihx, but 
reattaches itself to the ton surface, and a (' liiaher iiiui deuces is 
SOT abated over all the dec;-: surface. Thus the deck has no stall angle 
of incidence in the normal aerofoil sense. Movement of the line of 
action of tho drag force can accenut for tlie change in Cf, with 
incidence. A force equilibrium calculation gives the résultant force
"■ 46 -
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actiiu''; at a to t of the dock chord above the surface, at aoine an^le 
to the horizontal Fig, 27. Tais is the rule for vais typo of struetore, 
as has been found in current -uid past investigations of bridge loads.
Figures 28, 29, 50 give CL., C , and C.,, for the final configuration,1 i J' 
witli holes ia the t.o o s , rai'ei.ot fairings, and roproaenrative c'cphi on
the railings. Tlie hoTmolds nurfners are 4„78 x 10'^  and 7*66 x 10,6 The
me sh increases (b^ , but has little effect on C., or C., as exnected. Thefi ' ■ rj
gradient of (% is stil'j. uniform, and has a value of 5*6/hadian 
compared to 2 /radian for thin aerofoil theory. The manor chau':e due 
to the parapet fairing is that the curve is nor' linear, boib v;ith and 
vithout the mesh. The f 1 O'V is now reattached, to the ton Fp-irface of the 
deck, arid the airflow and wake stabilized throughout the incidence 
range.
Figure 31? for the arch rib, sliows C^ _ against incidence for the 
original section, and the modified section with rectangular ducts 
piercing the box beams, Between 4 and 3 degrees, for the original 
section, the airflow begins to pass between the box sections, as thou'di 
through a slot, thus the -width of tlie turbulent wake is reduced, and 
with it, the drag, V7ith the ducts, there is flow across the gap, vdnicb 
now no longer acts as a slot at higher incidences due to the transvei-se 
turbulent flow. This turbulence adds energy to the boundary layer, so 
reducing the size of the wake, and the drag of the section. With 
increasinw incidence, the projected depth of the section increases, 
giving an increase in drag due to the increase in thickness of the w-alœ.
A comparison of the above and values wûth. those obtained from 
the British Standards Institution Code of Practice (deference 37) Is 
interesting. For the arch rib, a single iri.b has a iridth. of 0.047 t.i
and a depth of 0.1092 m and so the ratio h/l) - 0.43.
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From the draft code of practice, - 2,22 fvu box f';irders, v.diich 
compares favourably vith that of Fi,o;ure Jl for the original section.
The modified section is cf such a confi^piration that tests are necessary 
to determine the dray coefficient5 but the value for the box ,o;irdor 
could he lïficd ns a first sn-v-oxi i',;:-r'oj; „
For the dock vitbout the fairinr;, the width is and with
the fair inn;, 0 /576111. Tiie depth is 0,0593m, fÿvinp; a width/depth ratio 
of 5,87 or 6.30 respectively. Usinp; Fif/ire 7 of reference 37, the 
correspondinp; C^ yS are 1,30 and 1 «28.
From Figure 21, the value of C.^  at zero incidence is 1,22, corres­
ponding to the 'HSX value of 1*30, with no ra.ilinp-s or wire mesh.
From Fiyure 24, at zero incidence, the measured h^is 1.54, and the 
increment due to the railings must be added to the bas)c calculated C^-^.
There are four railinp;s 0,00159 x 0.00318m, one of 0,00159m square and 
thirteen posts ,0381m by ,00397m square. Thus
^ % .00159 x l.l + ,00159 X 1,5 , 13 X .0381 x .00397 x 1.5 
■ 0 “ ,0598 ' " ,7:598 X Y.Ï9:
-  0,200
This gives a calculated C.,.^ of 1.50, comparing favourably with the 
measured value of 1,5^'
To comuare with the measured value froei Figure 28 of fh = 1,600
with railings and mesh, the incremental value of the mesh is calculated.
The mesh has 180 x 6 strands, <and has a diameter of ,00056m.
C := (180 X ,0381 6^x 1^ .4') ,0005^x 1.2
70^)8 xT.14
" .135
IISI = 1.28 -h ,20' m ,135 
" 1,615
For railings alone, the measured 0^  ^is 1,44 and the calculated
is 1.48.
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Thus, the mens'--"od for all tîie configrirations of he deck agree 
faYourahly with Lhose calculated using the hSI Code of’ Practice,
If the railings and mesh ice up, the dentil is then 0,097Shu and 
width/death = 3«84, giving a of 1.40.
For the dock norme! force coefficient at zero inci'ence, the
measured values are loss than the allowahle value of 0,4 from the Code 
of Practice.
The ahove comparisons have shown the accuracy of the Code of Practice 
when using the standard desians, o,nd also the need for wind tmuel testing 
where there is an unusual design feature such as the holes in the arch rib.
Dynamic Tests.
It is also useful to use the Code of Practice to determine some of 
the criteria dependant on the djmamic characteristics of the structure, 
the most important being critical speed.
For the deck, the maximum width is 0.376m, the wuldih beta/eon tiie
main s])anu’ise girders is 0.313^8 and the deptJi is 0.0598m, The funda­
mental bending frequency is 2.b6 hz., and the torsional frequency is 
3c67 hz.
Using the smaller width,
3.93
b
h .0398
V 6. df.P ’
" 6 .5 X
" 1.11 J
maximum v:
V ~ 2 0 Oifh I
are
h, I  r: 6.30
'( s  -  2.:^)
= 2c0 X 2.46 X .0398 (6.30 - 9.3)
= 1.3c m/sec ,
Using the torsional freeuencv of 3,67 hz, the correspondin'- sneeds
V  6 .5 X  3.67 X .0398 
™ 1,43 m/sec.
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and V = 2.0 x 3.6? x -0598 (6/30 - 2.5)
-  I067 m/s 'c,
For the a.rch rib, tlio width is 0,445)", and the de nth is /IC'OOm, 
and the fundamental bonding frenuenc'^ " is 3'33 hz. 
h .445 ;
Ti "  7 i n < «  "
V r. 6 ,5 X 3 o 3 X ,1092
- 2.16 ra/sec.
From Figures 32 to 38; it can be seen that the calculated sneods 
closely match those of the low speed oscillations caused ly the shedclino; 
of barman vortex streets. This limited amplitude oscilla.tian is non- 
catastrophic and? although it may cause fatigue damage eventually and 
public apprehension, it is not of primary importance for use in deter­
mining the safety of the structure. The hi ah critical speeds illus­
trated in Figures 37 and 38 can not be calculated by this method, end 
can be discovered only by wind-tunnel testing,
■ For the deck, the measured low-critical speed is about 1.4-1, ,5 
m/sec, and is due to the flexural frenuency, and the motion is a 
vertical oscillation, so the calcul a Led sneeds are slightly low. Also-
using the full whdth of the deck is more accurate than using the 
effective width as defined in bhe Code of Practice.
Using the Code of Practice to calculate maximum amplitude will 
give a result which is too lowy as the given damping levels are assumed 
tr be due onh' to the structure. At t’lo critical speeds, 0 resonant 
condition occurs, and aerod^ 'i'j.amic damping is negative, and the over a 1 i 
damping is greatl reduced, as can he seen from Figures 1.6 and 17, wcith. 
Figure 17 being very close to a resonant condition.
For a bridge, a more typical value of logarithmic decrement at a 
resonant condition sliould be 0,01, combi])inn- a positive structural value 
w:ith a negative aerodynouic value.
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ïliG result of w/incl-timi'icl testing of models is tnat the cata­
strophic critical siieed for the bridge shonld be higher than the limiting 
wind speed as defined in the Code of Practice.
For i'he arch rib, Figure 3-2 shows the variation of stes.dy state
ampliti'd.e of oscilla ti ni :;ith speed, The aa.plitiric pea s at 1.3 ei/sec. 
and 2.4 m/soc are the resonance peaks car.oed by the frequency of shedding 
barman vortices matching the structural frequency of the model system.
The Strouhal number for the arch rib with ducts is 0.191, and irithout 
the ducts, 0.146, af a frequency of 3*3 hz. The increasing a.mpl itude 
of vibration above 4 m/sec, is caused by random buffet from the arch 
rib model, and the model does not exhibit any dynamic instabilicy at high 
speeds. The effect of the ducts is to reduce the strength of the vortices 
by bleeding flow away from the edges of the box sections. The access 
lorlder has the further effect of slightly disturbing the fluv on the top 
surface, causiipg mixing in the boundary layer, and marg-nally reducing the 
strength of the vortex shed from tlio top surface. '■'’i.gure 33 is a typical 
plot of logarithmic decrement against speed for the arch rib showing the 
amplitude resonance neah as a dip in the damping curve. The increase in 
damping at higher sneeds shows good dynamic stability, although the effect 
of buffet increased the steady states amplitudes in this speed ranrre, 
model W'as free to translate vertically, and rotate in nitch.
Figures 34, 33, 36 shoir 11le variation of logarithmic decrement witli 
speed for the deck in tJie final configuration, with uarapet fairing and 
holes in the w-ehs of t'je mai]), beans.
The Strouhal number for the deck is 0.114 at a frequency of 2.86 hz 
in vertical transi atio]i. The t'usts were inadvertent/ly carried out v/ith 
the centre of gravity offset upwind, wdiich affected tl)C pitcli inertia,
and centre of rotation. Later tests showed that this oib'set '.vas very
important wben determinijig the critical speed. The influence of i’’ci- 
dence and pivot uositiou on logarithmic decrement is also shown in
- 51 -
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Figures J)k^  35 and 3d>» From these f^ 'raiphs, it vonld appear that the 
critical speed is dete amined hy the flo:; over the top serface of the deck. 
At positive incidence, the floe' is separated at the leadin'-'- edpe and over 
the T/hole nnner surface, whereas for zero or ne'-native incidence tl i e flow 
either reattaches ilsclf oi’ rejiains attached, Flo;.' visualisation nsinv 
tufts confirmed the reattnchment of the floa' at 0 deejrees. The very 
sharp drop in damping; near tlie critical snced for CC = indicated a 
resonance, and at the critical snood the motion was in the pitch mode 
only. The jiron-nitudes of the logarithmic dccro:sent above 0., l were cal­
culated byraeasnring the amp'itnde ratios over a number of cycles, and are 
not completely accnrate, as tiie ennation
z 0 n
holds for small vaines of 6 « . The hipdior vaines wore accnrate enoneh
' j C7
for this study, as the main point of interest v;as the crlticaJ speed, of 
each configuration. The damping was plotted from zero to yi.ve a measure 
of the aerodjoiamic dnmniny at any snoed.
Figures 37 and 35 give the variation of aerodynni;iic damping with 
speed, for the deck in tlie final confignra.tion, with the lo-v pivot and. 
correct centre of gravity. The sharp drop in damping is again noticeab.'te 
as is the marked increase in critical speed due to the parape 1 f'ai ri^r-.
The effect of incidence is the same as before, the critical speed, reduc­
ing as the incidence increases. For CX - the critical speed
wlfhout tlio fairing is 13*6 m/sec. and with the fairihig 17*7 m/ sec, At 
idle se negative incidences, tlie effect of the fairing is not marked, as 
the flow roattacjios to tdie top of the dect; any,.-ay. The fairirp'- causes 
the reattacimient sooner. '^ o^r each iuci(:ence, the f.airin/’- increases f!n:' 
critical suced by about T ri/sec.
5'2
The reduction in damning between 1*5 and 2 m/sec. corresponds to 
the low speed shedding of Ibarman vortices, and the resulting forced 
oscillation in translation.
Figure 39, for the arch rib and deck shows the effect of initial 
logai'itbmic (iocremorit on the mai niaiiicd amplitude at f'-c low sneed 
resonance condition. The effect of the holes or ducts in the box 
beams of the arch rib and the holes in the webs of the main beams of 
the deck are also shown. Increasing the initial damning is equivalent 
to increasing the structural damping, and so any forced vibration would 
have a reduced amplitude with increased structural damping, as the aero­
dynamic damping will be constant at any given speed. The turbulent 
flow caused by the holes, and the reduction in the strength of the 
vortices is again illustrated.
In Figures 36 and 41, the variation of critical 53need ith centre 
of gravity offset is shown for the deck, with the centre and low pivots, 
and with and without the parar>et fairing. The mode of vibration also 
changes, and becomes a coupled vertical and rotational motion witli p 
frenuency near tha.t of the rotation mode. The couplinv is mechanical 
rather than aerodynamic because of the offset of the centre of rotation 
from the pivot position. The forcing mechanism is still a vortex 
phenomenon, and not two degrees of freedom flutter. Typical freouencies 
are 3*70 hz for rotation, 2.96 hz for translation, and 3*79 hz for the 
coupled motion for zero e.g. shift, to 3.32 hz for rotation at 3/' chord 
e.g. shift and 3.60 hz for the coupled. For the y/o shift, the 0,08 hz 
increase in the frequency of the coupled motion over (die re ation motion 
is caused by the higher pitch inertia of the deck about the pivot when 
in tlie rotation mode only. In the coupl ed mode, the model rotates 
about the centre of gravity at the lower inertia and higher frequency, 
indicating that the exciting mechanism is constant.
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Torsio, ;a] fr^^nency - 3*86 hz
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For c.p;. offset of 3^ ' of chord, ioG, mass of 0,68 kg at 0*289 îü radius
■^PIVOT ~ ^  ^
= 0.188 -I- .68 X (.229)^
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- 0.221 kg Ilf'
PIVOT
PiVOi
= 3,34 hz
The experimental frecmency with 36 offset e.g. = 3»32 -
Figure 42 compares the critical speed with e.g. ofiset for hoth 
the ] ov/ and centre pivot, ap:ain indicating that the lo\' pivot lias 
better characteristics.
Figure 43 shores tlie effect of turbulence on the critical speed, 
with the turbulence intensity of 7^ calculated using ’^/hithreadds paper 
(Peference 38). The turbulence was not homogeneous as only a horizontal 
grid was used, but this was sufficient for vertical uorturbations.
The effect of turbulence on the critical speed fs curious. ''fith 
a central e.g., the critical speed is raised slightly in turbulent flow, 
which could be caused by the flov; delaying the formation of reyalar 
vortices from the loading edge. however, for the offset e.g. condition, 
another oxulanation is needed, as tlie critical speed is reduced in turbu­
lence. In turbulent flow, the critical speed is not so sharply defined
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as in smooth flow, ar.;.! this con Id lead to a slight error i r the speed, 
Tluis idle overall effect of turlmlence is to rodnce the critical speed 
sliglitly or to have no effect at all.
The effect of tnrhulence on the limited ainplitvide osciliation at 
low s p e e d s  w a s  n o  I. inves t i g a l e d  as it w a s  l a o u e h t  t h a t  the Tn'oh^oju had 
been resolved sufficiently by the modifications.
I’ignre kh gives the variation of critical sneed with initial (5^
and shows how imnortant it is to determine the level of structural
damping present- For the Severn Bridge tests, the experimenc? used a
value of 0.01 for S , hut no structural damping was included i.i- the
calculations of critical speed (deference 28)* Yelded structures tend
to have lower damping than riveted or bolted ones. Large transport
aircraft have logarithmic decrements of between. 0,03 end 0.1 for the
primary bonding modes, as determined from ground vibration tests, Ifi tl,
the spread in the values of damping for various slender structures, more
experimental work is needed to allow good anproximations to be made for
new structures, incorporating the material used, type of construction,
etc. For tall chimneys of a variety of construction typos, approximate
values for 6 are (k.eference 39)
Aliuniniiuu 0.007
Welded Steel 0.01 - 0.05
Welded Steel, Lined O.Op - 0,0?
Concrete, cast in situ 0.05 - 0.1
Precast concrete 0.07 - 0.15
Figure Tb Is derived îrom Professor Scanlan ' s work on sumension 
bridges, in vdiich flutter boundaries have been plotted for various box 
section models (Reference 32), The higher the reduced velocity v/wO., 
the more stable the section. Models k! and B show increasing flutter 
boundaries A-.hen the natural freouency ratios are incr<uased, a charac­
teristic of classical flutter. The flutter boundai^ies of the other 
sections are more or less constant, indicating a torsional or a one
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decree of frecdoiu instability. The bridge under consideration has an 
avera fro flutter boundary, with the final configuration being more stable. 
An exact conroarison between this and the otVier models depends on the 
value of the structural damning inherent in the system. The assumn- 
tion was I'lado tfiat the lowest dan.ri .w in any support sys lorn would tend 
to be the same. As models A, I) ojid the original deck are simiiar in 
cross-section3 and have similar boundaries, the assumntion appears 
valid. About the frequency ratio of 1, the orip-inal dc-dc and the 
final configuration have different characteristics in tlie critical 
speed boundary. Approaching a frequency ratio of unity tlio final deck 
lias a similar boundary to that of the truss-stiff cried model, The holes 
in the webs of the main beams of the deck give the webs a porosity of 
19/^ , loss than a truss structure, but still significant. The original 
deck is very similar to model T) in cross-section, for v.diich the frequency 
ratio does not go close enough to one to make a compaif son possible.
p6
CONCLUS
Nith any tjnio of suspension bridge of non-aeroclynamically faired 
cross-section, the wind causes two ty%)0s of oscillatory motion to occur. 
The first and less serious motion is caused when the vortex shedding 
frequeueV matches that of the lu'imary bending or torsional fre<-<uency of 
the structure. The torsional frequency is usually the higher and more 
difficult to force, and so the resonant freauoncy is in the bending 
mode. The resulting vibrations transverse to the airstroam are of 
limited amplitude, and non-catostrophic. The amplitude can be reduced 
both by wealiening the vortices and by increasing the structural damping 
in some v/ay. As the level of damning is fairly constant, depending 
on the typo of construction, the amnlitude'of the vibration is fixed by 
the strength of the vortices. These are formed alternately from the 
top and bottom leading edge of tlie body, and b;- distuxbing this regu­
larity of flow, their strength ns reduced. The most powerful method 
found in this study was to perforate the r/obs of the spanv.mse girders, 
so bleeding a large volume of air from the stagnation T-^ oint at the 
leading ed'-;o of the bridge. This took energy from the airstrea.m 
■dîich would otherwise have been used in the formation of the vortices. 
Using values of the static lift coefficient for low angles of incidence, 
and realistic values of damping, it is possible to calculate a reason­
ably accurate value for the amplitude at this 1oif speed resonance.
This will allow alternating stress levels to be calculated and thus an 
attempt can be made to predict the fatigue life of the structure.
Public apprehension, reduced fati'iue life, and damage to fittinrs are 
the main dangers of this stable oscillation.
Determining the critical speed at which the structure begins a 
divergent oscillation is the most important roint of model testing or 
theoretical analysis. If the structure is sucl) that it apuroximates
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to a thin aerofoil, either a. atrcai7tl ined box seeti in, or a truss desj-n 
w’i th a verv thin decli, then the cri t i cal speed can he determined using 
thin aerofoil theory in a tw^ o decrees of freedom flutter analysis. If 
it is a hlnff body, wind-tunnel testin'^ -; of models is essential, and. is 
also a necessary c’-oc': on th.e other s^ '.ages.
This study found that the model in question had a torsional 
instability at high speed, and that the critical speed had to be 
increased. ÎTihi speed. Cine film showed that the instability was caused 
by a vortex phenomenon. The ensuing experimental woidi to reduce the 
'rortex strejigth resulted in a trapezoidal fairing along the parapet 
edge. This had the effect of reducing the angle top corner of the 
leading edge of the dock, and thus the intensity of the vortex which was 
shed there. , This allowed the critical s; eed to be ra.-sed by up to lOfL 
In comparison with tlie model, the fairing was not large, but being 
strategical1 y placed, it emuhasiscd areatly the importance of edge 
detail in wind-tunnel tests to determine critical speeds.
The value oC structural damning that is assumed in any investin-a- 
tion is of great importance. This study indicated that the critical 
speed is very dependant on the initial damping values used, and the need 
for more full scale experimental wor': to determine damping /alues for 
existing bridges. This would allow better base-line assumptions to 
be made in future tests.
The arch rib has no dndicatnon of any torsional instability at 
hi ah speeds, so the arch rib and doc.: acting together in high winds will 
also tend to increase the critical speed. An allowance was made for 
the effect of the mass a.nd stiffness of one on the c 'her, but the air­
flow interaction wuis neglected. The cross-over points wall cut down 
the length, of the deck being forced by the vortices, and tb.e inclination 
of the arch wm 1.1 also tend to cut down any vibration. The vibration 
analysis gives a beneficial coupling effect as the first node of the
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arch rib is asym-etric bending, and that of the deck is symmetric 
bending, thus opposing one another.
The resulting critical speed for the torsional instability will 
be higlier for the bridge than is shown by the tests on the components.
The effect oF turbuleuce on the brtfU;e is hard to define. It 
certainly eased the very sharp onset of tj^ e torsional instability, 
making the exact definition of critical speed difficult due to a 
hysteresis effect. Dnce the model was vibrating, the wind speed could 
be reduced below critical to so:ce extent, and tlio model could also 
remain stable above tl.ie defined critical si)oed.
For future worl; on bridge aerod^niamic behaviour. Professor 
Scanlan’s and Professor Duncan’s anpreach is the best For determining 
an accurate critical speed. The model in the wind-tunnel should be 
used to develop tlio real unsteady aG'''odvna.mic derivatives, and these 
derivatives then used in a flutter solution. If the design is suitable 
a comparison can be made using tîiin-aerofoil theory.
The pressure distribution over an oscillating model will help in 
understanding the exciting mochenism. Although the cine-film showed 
that tlio decli was being forced by a vortex phenomenon, a resonant 
condition between tlie deck torsional freciuency and the vortex freeuency 
could not be determined. A pressure distribution across both surfaces 
of a model startin': a divergent oscillation from rest could be most 
useful in this problem.
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